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Percutaneous Dilatational Tracheostomy (PDT) was first described by Cialgia in 1985 and was then developed by the invention of various devices and methods such as Fantoni, Griggs, etc. Widespread use of this method in intensive care units led to manifestation of its complications (Van Heurn et al., 1996). Hundred patients underwent Griggs percutaneous tracheostomy in intensive care unit of Imam Hospital during 2 years. Demographic data and the complications of this method were noted. All patients underwent bronchoscopy and if there was not any complication, tracheostomy tube was withdrawn. The physician who performed tracheostomy was not the same person who performed bronchoscopy. During bronchoscopy, 3-4 mm internal deviation of tracheal cartilage was seen in 3 patients which this deviation did not interrupt oxygenation and ventilation of patients and was associated with no inflammation and with normal tissue of cartilage. Durations of tracheostomy in these three patients were 2, 3 and 5 months. In surgical tracheostomy tracheal cartilage is cut but in PDT there is possibility of inferior cartilage deviation due to the inserting pressure which this deviation can be increased during time. Despite various advantages of this method, complications such as tracheal cartilage fracture, perforation of posterior tracheal wall, uncontrolled hemorrhage, tracheostomy tube deviation from trachea to interstitial spaces, fistula to innominate artery, tracheoesophageal fistula and tracheal stenosis have been reported which occurs less than traditional surgical methods (Walz et al., 1998). Internal deviation of lower cartilage which was seen in this study did not interrupt ventilation, so did not cause a clinical problem for patients. But when there is secretions and narrowing of airways (such as Asthma, COPD) and during tracheitis or bronchitis, it can produce problems and can induce tracheomalacia and further deviation of airway. So this deviation should be considered as a complication of this method.
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